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Our Father's World
One of the most elite educational institutions in the world, the Air Force Academy has, from its inception, attracted the best
and the brightest, producing leaders not only in the military but throughout American society. In recent years, however, the
Academy has also been producing a cadre of zealous evangelical Christians intent on creating a fundamentalist power base
at the highest levels of our country. With God on Our Side is shocking exposé of life inside the United States Air Force
Academy and the systematic program of indoctrination sanctioned, coordinated, and carried out by fundamentalist
Christians within the U.S. military. It is also the story of Michael L. Weinstein, a proud Academy graduate and the father of
two graduates and a current cadet, who single-handedly brought to light the evangelicals' utter disregard of the
constitutional principle of separation of church and state that is so essential to the nation's military mission. Weinstein's war
would pit him and his small band of fellow graduates, cadets, and concerned citizens against a program of Christian
fundamentalist indoctrination that could transform our fighting men and women into "right-thinking" warriors more befitting
a theocracy. In the process, he would come face to face with religious bigotry and at its most extreme and fight an
unrelenting battle to save his beloved Academy, the ideals it stood for, and the very future of the country. An important
book at a critical time in our nation's history, With God on Our Side is the story of one man's courageous struggle to thwart
a creeping evangelism permeating America's military and to prevent a taxpayer-funded theocracy in which only the true
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believers have power.

The Family God Uses
Florence Marilyn Mwandiitaani Mutambanengwe was born in Harare on the 1st of June 1942. She is the second child of nine
children; six boys and three girls. She grew up on farm with her Grand-father a Methodist Reverend and Step-grand-mother
until she was six and she went back to Harare to school. She did her primary education in Harare, went to boarding school
for Grade 8, which they called Standard Six. Then she did her Secondary Education at Old Mutare Mission School. She went
back to Harare where she trained as a Nurse for three and half years. She left Nursing and went to Ghana where she was
trained as a Secretary. Later she went to Canada where she did an Instructors Diploma at the University of British Columbia.
Professionally she worked as a Private Secretary for fifteen years; then worked as a Lecturer for nineteen years. Though she
was born in a Methodist Christian family, married to an Anglican Christian family; she became a Born Again Christian in
1986. She became a Deacon in the Ambassador’s for Christ Ministries International Church and was later ordained as an
Elder. In this respect she attended and organised several workshops and conferences and has been to many different
countries. Her passion in all her books is for people to read the bible for themselves. And get the word directly from God
and experience what God has in store for them. This is her fourth book, which goes to show that what the bible says: that
with God anything is possible is true if you press on. Florence has looked after several orphans and widows; and gets
satisfaction in seeing how well the orphans have turned out. Most of them are doing exceedingly well.

ANOTHER LOOK AT THE BEGINNING
Family Worship offers solid solutions to the increasingly dysfunctional family in today's secularized society, and it provides
constructive suggestions to those who want to reestablish their homes on biblical foundations. The Hebraic foundations fo
the Christain faith establish the home as a small temple. This insight dramatically changes the dynamics of the home for
those who believe in the God of the Bible and in his will for their lives. The Christian family was always designed by God to
be the center for social, educational, and spiritual growth and maturity--a place of fellowswhip, study, and prayer. Now, you,
too can experience these same powerful dyunamics that made the home the center of sanctity and security that it was for
the biblical peoples. Family Worship presents these vivid images of a rich biblically Hebraic tradition for Christians today:
The Domestic Temple, A Temple of Blessing, The Family Altar, A House of Prayer, A House of Study, Temples in Time, The
Domestic Priesthood, and The Domestic Church. As you read this book, you'll be amazed at how your own family life will be
revolutionized and enriched simply by restoring biblically Hebraic dynamics to your home.

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
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In this amusingly informative collection of unexpected facts, curiosities, and trivia, Summon takes a lighthearted journey
through Christian history and culture and discloses the funny, obscure, and sometimes bizarre things they never teach in
Sunday school. (Biblical Studies)

Blood Covenant
This classic text, written by a father-and-son team, looks at the nuclear family as a social institution and provides guidance
for interaction and adjustment during dating, engagement, and early marriage. The authors treat such practical matters as
communicating, working through interpersonal differences, and growing in relationships within the family. They also discuss
the impact of cultural expectations on family patterns and define ideal family roles developed in Scripture. Other topics
covered include parenting, extended family relationships, finances, and nontraditional families. Now available in paperback.

National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations
Building Your Life on the Basic Truths of Christianity is packed full of Bible truths that will nourish newborn and mature
Christians alike.Welcome a victorious life as you read this book the second in a two-book series filled with wisdom,
foundational biblical principles, and keen insight. Building Your Life on the Basic Truths of Christianity helps you: Deepen
your relationship with God. Learn how to relate to and serve others in the church. Manage money purposefully Reach out to
others as you build on the foundation of Jesus Christ and His Word. The outline and reflection questions provide a
framework for more in-depth study and encourage personal growth.The foundational truths from the Word of God are
presented with modern-day stories that help you easily understand the basics of Christianity.Most of the struggles and
problems Christians face can be conquered by knowing and living the basic foundations of Christianity. May His Word
become life to you today!

Fighting for Your Prophetic Promises
Handpicked to Serve #THEKING is a youth and adult leadership study guide inspired by the Holy Scriptures, Daniel 1: 1-5.
This book uses Biblical principles, scriptures and modern-day life lessons to teach leadership characteristics. Each lesson is
anointed and inspired by God and will enrich the lives of the readers. The 12 lessons are suitable for teenage youth and
adults, they are easy to teach and to comprehend. This study guide can be used for groups, independent study or for
leadership certificate courses. In this book, simple exercises/talking points help the reader to build a strong foundation in
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the area of service whilst maintaining the premise that those who God calls-He equips and anoints. A great addition to the
leadership library. -- Dr. Peter Cox Dean of Christian Family Church International Bible Institute If you are a parent or work
with today's youth, this is a MUST READ! Get this study guide in our youth's hands today and watch them begin to SOAR! -Dr. Wanda Cofield Author of Ready for Battle! This unique book is a great tool to teach youth and adults essential biblical
leadership skills before they are placed into or serving in leadership positions. -- Pastor Kenneth W. Davison, Sr Founder, &
Senior Pastor, New Life Church John Britton, Sr. is a licensed ordained Elder. He has been happily married to his wife, Eboni,
since 1995. Through their union, God has blessed them with two sons, John Jr, and Justin. His family serves together in
ministry at New Life Church in San Antonio, TX. He is a native of Detroit, MI and a veteran of the United States Army. He has
earned a Master's Degree in Public Administration and a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration. He is
pursuing a Bachelor's Degree in Advanced Ministry Studies.

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986
Creating a Successful Christian Marriage
Contains alphabetically-arranged profiles of over 1,000 different religions found in the United States and throughout the
world.

Strengthening the New Christian
The fulfillment of prophetic promises from God is not automatic. Here's how to make sure they're fulfilled--and to rightly
understand the amazing prophetic gift.

The Apologetics Study Bible
How have millions of American Christians come to measure spiritual progress in terms of their financial status and physical
well-being? How has the movement variously called Word of Faith, Health and Wealth, Name It and Claim It, or simply
prosperity gospel come to dominate much of our contemporary religious landscape? Kate Bowler's Blessed is the first book
to fully explore the origins, unifying themes, and major figures of a burgeoning movement that now claims millions of
followers in America. Bowler traces the roots of the prosperity gospel: from the touring mesmerists, metaphysical sages,
pentecostal healers, business oracles, and princely prophets of the early 20th century; through mid-century positive
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thinkers like Norman Vincent Peale and revivalists like Oral Roberts and Kenneth Hagin; to today's hugely successful
prosperity preachers. Bowler focuses on such contemporary figures as Creflo Dollar, pastor of Atlanta's 30,000-member
World Changers Church International; Joel Osteen, known as "the smiling preacher," with a weekly audience of seven
million; T. D. Jakes, named by Time magazine one of America's most influential new religious leaders; Joyce Meyer,
evangelist and women's empowerment guru; and many others. At almost any moment, day or night, the American public
can tune in to these preachers-on TV, radio, podcasts, and in their megachurches-to hear the message that God desires to
bless them with wealth and health. Bowler offers an interpretive framework for scholars and general readers alike to
understand the diverse expressions of Christian abundance as a cohesive movement bound by shared understandings and
common goals.

Blessed
God is the Umbrella of Women in the Bible
The Creation Story in the Bible is often dismissed as being some form of fairy story. I wanted to have a closer look at what
the first eight chapters of Genesis really said.

International Journal of Religious Education
Offers devotions intended to help readers deepen their faith and experience spiritual renewal, featuring thoughts and
reflections from prominent Christian leaders.

Directory of Religious Organizations in the United States
National Directory of Churches, Synagogues, and Other Houses of Worship
Creative Bible Lessons in Galatians and Philippians
America's Favorite Book on the FamilyOver 1.2 million copies of The Christian Family have been sold in the United States
alone since the first edition was published in 1970. And it has been translated into nine other languages! Winner of the Gold
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Book Award (500,000 copies sold), Winner of the Gold Medallion Award (ECPA), which recognizes excellence in evangelical
Christian literature

Family Worship
Designed to provide children in preschool and kindergarten with fun and rewarding craft activities, this book is filled with
easy-to-make projects that reinforce Christian teachings, Bible story lessons, and Scripture readings.

Building a Strong Christian Family Foundation
"In recent years religion has received a good deal of attention in the discourse on globalization. Christianity in its
Pentecostal-charismatic, evangelical and fundamentalist forms, seems to have thrived in the globalizing climate". "This is
the most systematic account available of contemporary developments of Christianity in the Pacific Islands".--Back cover.

Christian Family and Contemporary Society
What does the Bible have to say about creation care and the responsibility of Christians? Edward Brown offers a biblical
framework for creation care as well as practical steps that ordinary Christians can take to exercise good ecological
stewardship.

The Christian Family
Summon's Christian Miscellany
Grace, growth, freedom, and faith are the themes of these 12 dynamic lessons based on the letters from Paul to the
Christians in Galatia and Philippi. As the next volume in the popular Creative Bible Lessons series, Creative Bible Lessons in
Galatians & Philippians comes power-packed with the teachings of Paul. Six lessons from each book will guide you and your
students through many of the Gospel’s central truths, including:Liberation from the religious "rules and regulations"
corralReconnecting with true freedom in ChristThe purpose of the law and moral boundariesHumility and friendshipSetting
an example for othersJoy in spite of circumstancesTo help you teach each lesson are clips from easy-to-get videos . . .
games for mixing and games with a purpose . . . in-depth, ready-to-use questions for small-group discussions . . . original
role plays, scripts, and spontaneous melodramas--plus a lot of other activities to choose from that give your students not
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only an occasional laugh, but also a taste of the extravagant grace of God as well as the kind of joy that literally overflows
all over the place.

Charisma and Christian Life
Peloubet's Select Notes on the International Bible Lessons for Christian Teching, Uniform
Series
A History of Pentecostalism in Ghana
This generation of parents are better educated and most probably the richest in history but most parents have grown to
embrace the fact that the material gain from their labour outweighs everything to the point of setting aside their godly
responsibility to their family. The sphere of materialism is so strong that they become disillusioned about the importance of
moral and spiritual values. The original intention of building a strong Christian family foundation becomes secondary. Do
not ignore the signs of the times: the Christian family is in extreme danger of losing its identity. We need help! The
Christian family needs help! The book covers those vital elements in building and maintaining a strong Christian family
foundation. You'll discover how to reinforce relationships by clearly illustrating the complementary roles of each member of
the family, use your God-given responsibility to build a strong foundation for your home on the rock-solid wisdom, love and
understanding, promote the total development and preservation of the family, identify potential family problems and
overcome crisis, and learn, act, and teach family values and create strong Christian legacy. Unless we go back to the very
foundation of a loving home ruled with wisdom and understanding, with Jesus Christ and the center, the proliferation of
commercialism, peer pressure and the obligations imposed by society will press on. You need to invest time and do your
homework.

With God on Our Side
This collection of essays integrates a broad spectrum of geographical, denominational, and interdisciplinary perspectives,
and analyses the relationship between family and religion in its various contexts, both historical and contemporary. Divided
into four key parts, the contributors address first the biblical and patristic background of the family construct, while the
second part reveals denominational and ecumenical perspectives on marriage and the family. The third part sketches a
sociological profile of the family in some European countries and addresses pastoral and sacramental issues connected with
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it. The final part places the Christian family in the context of contemporary society.

Globalization and the Re-shaping of Christianity in the Pacific Islands
The divide between generations has never been greater. In The Family God Uses, the Blackaby family provides churches
and families with a tool to intentionally bring families back together by challenging them to creative involvement in ministry
and missions. Through the stories of Christian families who have accepted God’s challenge to be involved in His kingdom
work locally and around the world, your family will be inspired to work together and serve together with Christ in the center.
Your family will see the possibilities of what can happen through them as you seek the Lord together.

Encyclopedia of American Religions
Faith, Family, Friends encompasses stories, testimonies from Christians, and devotionals from members of the Rockville
Presbyterian Fellowship, poems and quotes. In Part I, you will see the faith the authors have in God. In Part II, the authors
tell about family and what it means to them and how faith in God becomes a part of their lives. Part III, the authors tell
about friendships and how those friendships affect or have affected their lives and their faith in God. Sit back, read and
enjoy.

National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations, 1990
This 144 pages e-book is made easy for extensive reading based on the ancient sacred history of Hebrew Jewish roots
origins to the end-time coming of the New Millennial Kingdom soon. It provides the primary way, truth, insights, wisdom,
knowledge, grace, strength, and life to reach that eternal heavenly hope for the least to the greatest humans of all
nationalities and ethnicities on earth, including you.

Wisdom for Everyday Living
The Apologetics Study Bible will help today's Christian better understand, defend and proclaim their beliefs in this age of
increasing moral and spiritual relativism. More than one-hundred key questions and articles placed throughout the volume
about faith and science prompt a rewarding study experience at every reading. Highlights of this new thinking person’s
edition of God’s Word include the full text of the popular Holman CSB® translation, an introduction to each Bible book
focusing on its inherent elements of apologetics, and profiles of historic Christian apologists from Justin Martyr to C.S. Lewis.
Also featured are valuable contributions from a who’s-who of modern apologists such as Chuck Colson, Norm Geisler, Hank
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Hanegraaff, Josh McDowell, Albert Mohler, Ravi Zacharias, and many more. • The best apologetics thinkers of our day in one
resource• The study Bible for customers asking the really hard questions about their faith• No other study Bible has the
depth of resources that address the hard questions of faith and life• Serious help for Christians of all types• Tears down the
obstacles to belief• Shows why the Bible is trustworthy• Allows Christians to dig into false teachings to see why they’re
false• Will strengthen the church and give confidence to those who share their faith• Will better equip church leaders THE
BEST APOLOGETICS THINKERS OF OUR DAY IN ONE RESOURCE (100+ CHRISTIAN APOLOGISTS):- Ted Cabal- Lee Strobel Chuck Colson- Paul Copan- Norm Geisler- Hank Hanegraaff- Josh McDowell- Albert Mohler- J.P. Moreland- Ravi Zachariasand many more Features MORE THAN 100 FEATURED ARTICLES IN CATEGORIES SUCH AS• Ethics• Interpreting the Bible in
Light of Science• The Impact of Archaeology and History on Our Understanding the Bible• The Bible in Light of Theology•
Christian Faith and Non-Christian Belief Systems• Christian Faith and Philosophy• Featured study notes that explain alleged
“problem” passages in the Bible• 50 sidebars (Twisted Scripture) focusing on Bible passages misused by cults• Index of
special articles for quick and easy access• Book introductions with special emphasis on anything of an apologetics nature•
Profiles of key Christian apologists - Anselm - Athanasius - Augustine - Joseph Butler - C.S. Lewis - Irenaeus - Justin Martyr Origen - William Paley - Blaise Pascal• End of verse Scripture references• Presentation page• Plan of Salvation• Two-column
Bible text setting• Topical subheads• Translation footnotes• Holman CSB® bullet notes• Introduction to the Holman CSB®

Messianic Jewishness of the Complete Christian Bible
This encyclopedia, revised and expanded, contains over 2600 descriptive entries on the religious and spiritual groups of the
United States and Canada.

House to House
Strengthening the new Christian Consolidating new believers is a resource designed to help Christians raise their younger
spiritual "siblings". The preface explains that this and any discipleship resource in order to be effective should be ministered
in the context of a mentor/learner relationship. The reason being is that it is the only example that Jesus modeled and time
has revealed that the basic tenants of discipleship never "fix" in one's character apart from such a relationship.Once such a
relationship is established then the basic tenants of Christianity can be effectively taught. In this course manual, the
implications of the new birth are taught and most Christians don't even have this very well organized in their thinking.Other
subjects covered are how to break with the past, how to effectively deal with sin, how to consecrate your life to God,
learning how to forgive, how to pray, how to spend time with God, how to study the bible, increase in faith, trust God with
your finances and live successfully with your natural and spiritual family.
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Building Your Life on the Basic Truths of Christianity
Rescuing the Gospel from the Cowboys
An affordable, attractive family Bible that will bless your family for years to come, the NIV Family Bible includes the full text
of the world's most popular modern English Bible, the New International Version, with a family tree and other record pages
for recording births, deaths, marriages, and other family events. Features: * Complete text of the New International Version
- the world's most popular modern English Bible translation * 8 pages of family tree and record pages for recording births,
deaths, marriages, church records, and family events * Dictionary concordance * Helpful study tools including: Life in New
Testament times; List of teachings, ministry, miracles, and parables of Jesus * Gold Stained Edges

Holy Bible
Easy Christian Crafts, Grades PK - K
A multidenominational guide to 350,000 churches in the US, this is the fourth of a four-volume set - divided into regions west, midwest, south and northeast. Within each volume, the entries are arranged alphabetically by state, Under each
state, the entries are alphabetized by city, then by denomination.

The Fight
Missio Alliance Essential Reading List of 2015 One of Seedbed's 10 Notable Books from 2015 The gospel of Jesus has not
always been good news for Native Americans. The history of North America is marred by atrocities committed against
Native peoples. Indigenous cultures were erased in the name of Christianity. As a result, to this day few Native Americans
are followers of Jesus. However, despite the far-reaching effects of colonialism, some Natives have forged culturally
authentic ways to follow the way of Jesus. In his final work, Richard Twiss provides a contextualized Indigenous expression
of the Christian faith among the Native communities of North America. He surveys the painful, complicated history of
Christian missions among Indigenous peoples and chronicles more hopeful visions of culturally contextual Native Christian
faith. For Twiss, contextualization is not merely a formula or evangelistic strategy, but rather a relational process of
theological and cultural reflection within a local community. Native leaders reframe the gospel narrative in light of postcolonization, reincorporating traditional practices and rituals while critiquing and correcting the assumptions of American
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Christian mythologies. Twiss gives voice to the stories of Native followers of Jesus, with perspectives on theology and
spirituality plus concrete models for intercultural ministry. Future generations of Native followers of Jesus, and those
working crossculturally with them, will be indebted to this work.

The Encyclopedia of Cults, Sects, and New Religions
House to House documents how God transformed a small fellowship of young believers into a worldwide movement. DOVE
Christian Fellowship International grew from 25 people to a cell church of over 2,300, and then transitioned into a family of
small group churches and house churches that is now networking together throughout six continents. This field-tested book
is a blueprint and training guide for believers, Christian leaders, and churches to make an impact on today s world, and
serves as an invaluable tool to train potential leaders. The House to House model will inspire churches across the country,
transforming them from individual congregations, large and small, into church-planting movements, encouraging many to
start new churches to reach the coming harvest.

Faith, Family, Friends
Handpicked to Serve #theking: A Leadership Study Guide for Youth and Adults
There is joy & triumph in the Christian life. But the victory can come through struggle. John White knows this balance and
gives us the encouragement to persevere. Here is a guide through the basic areas of Christian living we wrestle with
throughout our lives: faith, prayer, temptation, evangelism, guidance, Bible study, fellowship, work. In this very personal
book he offers new Christians sound first steps and older Christians refreshing insights into the struggles and the joys of
freedom in Christ.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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